The Seattle Art Museum has implemented safety procedures and protocols in alignment with Governor Inslee's Healthy Washington - Roadmap to Recovery plan and recommendations of relevant state, local, and federal authorities. The Venue Experience team asks that all parties please follow these guidelines in order to keep everyone healthy.

**Mask Required**
Staff and guests over the age of two must wear masks.

**Physical Distancing Required**
Practice physical distancing.

**Use Hand Sanitizer**
Touchless hand sanitizing stations are available throughout the venue.

**Capacity Limited**
Reduced capacity in venue spaces. Some galleries closed; some will have capacity limits.

**Enhanced Cleaning**
Top-tier technologies and products used in cleaning all high touch areas before and after venue experiences and public hours.

**Catering**
Plated and boxed meal offerings.

Seattle Art Museum has implemented measures to reduce the spread of COVID-19, but we cannot guarantee there will be zero risk of exposure. By visiting you acknowledge the risk of entering public spaces during the pandemic and agree you are accepting the risk of exposure.